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Story
Erebos WAS ASLEEP… and has improved.
...PEOPLE HAVE BEEN WAITING.

Imagine the harm Erebos could cause today.
Through smartphones that are constantly online.
Through Instagram, WhatsApp and Facebook.

Our media has immensely changed – and for Erebos it’s time to use that!

Ten years ago, Nick was addicted to Erebos. He had no choice and stopped the computer game.
Now, he suddenly discovers a familiar red E on his smartphone display and Erebos starts to use
Nick –  this time, the other way around. Ignoring it is no option as it immediately punishes him.
Erebos controls every technical device and monitors around. It manipulates Nick’s job, his studies and his
relationship – leaving him no choice but to play…

16 year old Derek on the other side is not really suspicious and even though Erebos demands strange
things from him, it feels like an ally against the bullies at school and a companion in his difficult home. At the
time Derek realizes that he became Erebos’ playing piece and behind it all, there is way more than he
thinks.
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Ursula Poznanski
Ursula Poznanski was born in Vienna, and spent ten years studying all sorts of subjects at the university
there, before abandoning all hope of getting a degree and getting to grips with real life as a medical
journalist. After her son was born, she started writing books for young readers. Her first book, Erebos, won
numerous prizes (including the German Children’s Literature Prize awarded by the Youth Jury), and made
her famous around the world. In the meantime she has become one of Germany’s most successful authors,
and she also writes best-selling thrillers for adult readers. She and her family live to the south of Vienna.
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The Very Best Princess

Aquila
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